Product Brief

Internal Display (ID™)
ID™ technology breaks new ground in handheld optical devices. Similar to
“heads-up displays” used by military pilots, ID™ incorporates a transparent
display into riflescopes, spotting scopes, and binoculars. ID™ provides a
platform for accessories to display thermal and night vision video streams,
ballistic information, and many other streams of data.

G1T2™ System
G1T2™ is a product culminating several years of development. It offers best
capabilities of G and T series product: state-of-the-art optical riflescope with
anti-reflective low light performance coatings; second focal plane reticle
maintaining the same appearance throughout the 1-8x zoom range; glassetched illuminated reticle with brightness control for low light conditions; real
optical 3-8x zoom on thermal imager.

G1™ 1-8x24 Riflescope
G1™ ID™ is the first product with unique Internal Display technology. The ID™
does not interfere with any standard function of the 1-8x24 riflescope. With
sensor technologies G1™ can vastly expand the utilization of the riflescope by
offering situational awareness while user is focused on the target.

T25™ System
T25™ System is the first product to use ID™ embedded display technology.
T25™ offers exceptional feature set commonly found in more expensive
devices. An excellent product in situational awareness for hunters or
conducting search operations.

T20™
T20™ thermal imager offers unique optical zoom from 3 to 5.5x in a tiny
package. T20™ can be used in variety of search operations, firefighting and
detection and other commercial applications.

T15™
T15™ mini-thermal imager offers unique optical zoom from 3 to 8x in a tiny
package. The 9Hz unit is ideal for surveillance and is export ready. T15™ can
be used in variety of search operations, firefighting and detection and other
commercial applications.

EagleEye GS 10-100
The EagleEye gun scope attachment allows any user to record and transmit
high-resolution photos and video using their own gun scope. The attachment
is designed around the user friendly and well-known GoPro™ suite of Hero™
cameras. Record and show off your hunting or shooting session!

EagleEye 20x
It is highly desirable to record photos and videos at a standoff distance.
Sector Optics has designed a unique solution providing standard GoPro™
Hero™ 2-, 3- and 4-compatible housing together with 20x zoom lens that fits
standard unmodified Hero™ camera.

EagleEye C-Mount
GoPro™ Hero™ 3 has a fantastic super wide angle lens. Sector Optics has
designed a unique solution providing standard GoPro™ Hero™ 3 housing
together with a C-mount compatible optical system. The adapter also has a
standard 1/4 - 20 tripod mount.

Zero Lens
Zero Lens™ is an optical alignment kit that enables the use of a PVS-14 night
vision monocular to be mounted in front of day optic, allowing nighttime
engagement capability with no shift of your point of impact. Front mounting
also allows the operator to maintain the same shooting position, muscle
memory, and eye relief with his primary sight.

Afocal FLIR Adapters
2x, 3x, 4x, and 2-4x adapters are specifically designed for hand held IR
cameras. Using interchangeable connectors the adapters can connect to
L-3 45xx/X200/X100 cameras or any 36xx/26xx cores. Focal length of the
system simply increases by a factor of 2 or 4. No electrical or mechanical
modifications to the core system. Shock and vibration tested.
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